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Food production is a complex process where uncertainty is very relevant (e.g. stochastic yield and demand,
variability in raw materials and ingredients…), resulting in differences between planned production and actual
output. These discrepancies have an economic cost for the company (e.g. waste disposal), as well as an environmental impact (food waste and increased carbon footprint). This research aims to develop tools based on
data analytics to predict the magnitude of these discrepancies, improving enterprise profitability while, at the
same time, reducing environmental impact aiding food waste management.
A food company that produces liquid products based on fruits and vegetables was analyzed. Data was
gathered on 1,795 batches, including the characteristics of the product (recipe, components used…) and the
difference between the input and the output weight. Machine Learning (ML) algorithms were used to predict
deviations in production, reducing uncertainties related to the amount of waste produced. The ML models had
greater predictive capacity than a linear model with stepwise parameter selection. Then, uncertainty is included
in the predictions using a normal distribution based on the residuals of the model. Furthermore, we also demonstrate that ML models can be used as a tool to identify possible production anomalies.
This research shows innovative ways to deal with uncertainty in production planning using modern methods
in the field of operation research. These tools improve classical methods and provide production managers with
valuable information to assess the economic benefits of improved machinery or process controls. As a consequence, accurate predictive models can potentially improve the profitability of food companies, also reducing
their environmental impact.

1. Introduction

wastage may be produced in each individual step of production. On top
of that, due to the stochasticity of consumer demand, some food is
wasted because of the excess produce that expires before it can be sold.
Several management strategies have been suggested to tackle this situation, although their application to food industries is problematic.
Make to Stock (MTS) strategies are not appropriate for many products
due to their short shelf life and/or the need for product customization
(different recipes). Multiple production runs [4] are, in most situations,
economically unviable due to high set up, cleaning and production
costs. New and Mapes [5] suggest Make to Order (MTO) strategies,
where fixed buffer stocks, mean yield rate and a service level yield rate
are defined for each single batch production, together with safety
stocks. However, MTO strategies are also problematic for food products
with short shelf life.
Due to the uncertainty of the production process, production is

Food waste is a global issue that has raised social and governmental
awareness in the last years. One third of food produced for human
consumption worldwide is lost, equivalent to approximately 1300
million tons each year. This implies that the production of 30% of the
agricultural surface of the planet (about 1400 million hectares) and 250
million m3 of water are wasted [1]. It is worth noting that a fourth of
the food that is currently wasted could feed all the undernourished
people in the world [2]. Food waste also has a societal and environmental impact being an important contributor to climate change. For
these reasons, governments and other agencies have dedicated efforts
towards reducing the amount of food that is wasted worldwide.
Food waste involves every step of the food chain, including food
manufacturing [3]. Food production is, in most cases, complex and
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usually planned according to an output larger than the amount demanded by the costumer. The overproduction results in several additional costs (packaging, internal and external transportation, storage…). If no similar order is received in a short time frame, the extra
produce can rarely be sold and must usually be discarded due to the
short shelf-life of many food products. When production is smaller than
the order, the producer must negotiate new conditions with the customer. In the case of rigid demand, production runs are repeated until
the order is met, whereas for non-rigid demand the company must pay a
penalty [6]. Hence, underproductions have more negative consequences than overproductions. Accordingly, production is usually
planned in excess and overproductions are very likely to occur.
A transition to circular economies has been suggested as a strategy
to reduce the amount of food waste. They consist in the construction of
symbiotic relationships between industries, where the residuals of one
industry (instead of being wasted) are used as prime materials by other
industries, thus enabling a reduction of the amount of produce that is
wasted [7,8]. The transition to circular economies requires several
technological advancements, including better tools to predict the
amount of food that is wasted during production. In addition, several
approaches have linked inventory management with economic and
environmental objectives [9] and lot sizing with the reduction of CO2
emissions in inventory transportation [10].
Another key factor is how yield uncertainty is modeled. Mula et al.
[11] classified different approaches to tackle uncertainty in manufacturing systems where most of them were carried out through fuzzy
modeling. Yano and Lee [12] carried out an extensive review of the
mathematical models applicable to assist production planning under
uncertainty, focusing in those cases where a statistical approach had
been applied. They acknowledged that a probabilistic description of the
possible output for each batch size, although ideal, requires much experimentation and data collection, as well as advanced mathematical
models. Consequently, most research works have applied a deterministic approach [13], without considering the inherent uncertainty of
the process. Graves [14] argued that “these simplifications were necessary in order to keep the models tractable”. As an example of a
stochastic model with strong simplifications, Silver [15] analyzed the
dependence of the batch size with the standard deviation of the output.
Another example is the work by New and Mapes [5], who addressed
uncertain production losses considering a statistical model that relates
the quantities of inputs and outputs to a random yield factor.
The definition of a predictive model for food production has several
pitfalls. Efendigil et al. [16] pointed out the following: (1) lack of expertise might cause a misspecification of the model function, resulting
in a poor regression, (2) a large amount of data is often required to
guarantee an accurate prediction, (3) non-linear patterns are difficult to
capture and (4) outliers can bias the estimation of the model parameters. Several of these issues can be mitigated through the application
of modern technologies for data collection and analysis. The widespread application of sensors to measure various attributes of the installation has provided further insight into the production process, reducing uncertainty [17]. However, the widespread use of sensors
usually results in large datasets whose analysis can be difficult. Indeed,
“classical” statistical methods are usually not suitable for datasets of
high dimensionality and may slow down operations if the appropriate
tools are not applied [18]. Analysis techniques based on machine
learning have proved invaluable for analyzing this sort of datasets. The
field of machine learning is concerned with the question of how to
construct computer programs that automatically improve with experience [19]. Hence, the predictive power of machine learning algorithms
is reliant in the volume and quality of the data used for “training” them.
For this reason, they have gained popularity during the last years due to
the increased use of sensors, in many cases surpassing classical statistical methods [20]. In the context of food production, machine learning
techniques have already been applied to several case studies, including
the prediction of crop yield [21], effluent concentration in wastewater

plants [22], or the amount of food waste in households [23].
Nevertheless, despite their great potential, ML algorithms are rarely
used in actual food industries for production planning. Instead, (simple)
decision rules based on experience are commonly used. In this research
work, we use an empirical dataset gathered from an actual food industry to assess the application of these advanced data analytics technique in this context. Furthermore, we explore ways to model yield
uncertainty, so it can be included in model predictions. The study is
based on a large empirical dataset, where the production output has
been measured for more than a thousand of batches (described in
Section 2). A fraction of the dataset gathered has been used to train
several machine learning algorithms, whereas the remaining data
points have been used for model validation. Moreover, a linear model
with stepwise selection has been used as benchmark. Then, statistical
techniques are used to compare among the tested models and identify
the most accurate one (Section 3). Then, we define a stochastic model
to describe the uncertainty of the predictions of the model with the best
predictive power. The managerial applications of the model developed,
as well as its environmental impact, are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
the article ends with a set of conclusions drawn from the study in
Section 5.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Description of the food industry analyzed
A food industry located in the south part of Spain was analyzed in
this work. It produces liquid products based on fruits and vegetables
with different recipes, i.e. products are not standardized and are
adapted to customer orders following a typical MTO strategy. As a
consequence, there exists a high variability between orders in relation
to quantities, recipes and packaging requirements. The typical shelf-life
of these products usually ranges between one week and one month. On
relation to the production plant, it is a serial system constituted of
several machineries connected through pipes with different diameters,
i.e. the output of one machine serves as input for the following one.
Raw materials (mainly vegetables and fruits) are washed, cleaned and
filtered before cutting and mixing using mixers. Almost-finished products are processed in pasteurization tanks, each with a maximum capacity of 20 Tons. The number of pasteurization tanks is adjusted according to the produced amount (with a maximum of nine tanks). After
pasteurization, the product remains in buffer tank(s) until packaging.
Then, the filling process begins after the product has been homogenized. The products are served in different packaging formats (bottles, barrels and boxes with different capacities) to meet the customer
needs. Once production is completed, raw materials, semi-finished and
finished products remain in machineries and pipes generating wastes
which cannot be recovered. Therefore, the machinery and pipes must
be cleaned using pressurized water. The remaining product must be
wasted because it is mixed with water.
Currently, due to lack of knowledge, production is planned based on
the experience of production managers. Only two variables (the amount
of tanks to be used and the final packaging format) are currently used
for the production planning.
2.2. Data collection
Data associated to waste generation corresponding to actual production was collected. No data was gathered under defective conditions
(e.g. production process out of control, or defective inputs or outputs).
Data belonging to former batches was discarded. During a period of ten
months, daily records were taken, accounting for a total of 1795 batches using the Scada software. Factors that could be relevant for waste
production were identified together with the managers of the plant,
resulting in twenty variables. Factors related to the characteristics of
the production (planned amount, number of tanks, filler used…), the
2
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type of packaging and the characteristics of the product (pH, water
activity…). Supplementary Material 1 summarizes the variables considered.

correctly best fits the data (among those that can be described as a
combination of tree-based models). Predictions are calculated as a
combination of the predictions made by each of the tree-based models
fitted.
Bagged trees, although superior to simple tree-based models, have
the limitation that the models fitted are not uncorrelated. If one regressor has high importance in the classification, it will be included in
every model. The random forest algorithm is a modification of bagged
trees, where features used for the construction of the tree are selected
randomly [29]. This results in trees with lower correlation. The implementation of the random forest algorithm included in the ranger R
package [30] has been used in this analysis.

2.3. Predictive models
The regression problem can be described as finding a function f(X,
θ) that maps a vector of regressors (X) of length n to an output variable
(Y). The algebraic form of the function, f, depends on the problem
analyzed. The model function, f, usually depends on some unknown
model parameters (θ) that must be estimated using observations. In this
study, X stands for the operation variables described in Supplementary
material 1, whereas Y is the proportion of production losses
output weight
(Y= input weight ). Nine different regression models have been applied in
this study: linear model with stepwise selection, regression tree, bagged
tree, random forest, gradient boosting, ridge regression, lasso regression, elastic net, and spline regression. This section presents a brief
description of the models used. All the functions required for the model
fitting have been implemented in R version 3.5.1 [24], using the
functions included in the caret package [25]. The R code implemented
for model training and validation has been uploaded to the GitHub page
of one of the co-authors (https://github.com/albgarre/ML-foodWaste).

2.3.3. (Stochastic) gradient boosting
Boosting applies a similar philosophy to the one used in bagging,
where several weak predictors are combined. Boosting, however, applies the models recursively, so that each model improves the predictions of the previous ones. There is a large plethora of boosting techniques. In the case of gradient boosting, each model is fitted to the
residuals of the previous ones [31]. Then, prediction are calculated as
the combination of the model predictions weighted by the mean difference between the model predictions and the observations on each
step. In this study we have applied stochastic gradient boosting. This
algorithm is a modification of the gradient boosting algorithm that
increases efficiency [32]. It does so by using a subsample of the training
set on each iteration instead of the complete set, reducing the correlation of the models.

2.3.1. Linear regression model with stepwise selection
The linear regression model [26] describes Y as a linear combination of the n regressors, as shown in Eq. (1).
n

Y=

0

+

i Xi

(1)

i= 1

2.3.4. Regularization: ridge regression, the lasso, elastic net
Regularization is an extension of linear regression aiming to reduce
overfitting. In linear regression, parameter estimates are calculated as
those that minimize the RMSE of the model predictions. Regularization
introduces a regularization function ɛ(λ, β) that penalizes models with
many model parameters, mitigating overfitting (Eq. (2)).

This model has n + 1 model parameters (βi) that must be estimated
using observations. In linear regression, these are estimated as the
vector of parameters ^ that minimize the square distance between the
i

vector of model predictions Y^ and the observations Y. This is equivalent
to the maximization of the log-likelihood when the residuals are assumed normally distributed.
However, due to correlations between regressors or the use of regressors without an effect on Y, linear regression models are prone to
overfitting [20]. Consequently, a stepwise model selection algorithm
based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) has been used [27].
Briefly, this model selection algorithm begins by fitting the linear model
with every single regressor Xi. Then, the model fitting is repeated
omitting/adding one regressor. If the AIC calculated for the new model
is lower than the one for the original model, the new model is kept. This
algorithm is repeated until no improvement in the AIC is attained by
adding/removing regressors.

max(RMSE+ ( , ))
i

(2)

The most popular algorithms for regularization are ridge regression,
the lasso and the elastic net. Each one of them proposes a different form
for the regularization function. Ridge regression, proposes as regularization function the sum of the square of the coefficients
( ( , )= · i i2 ), whereas lasso regression uses the sum of the absolute
values ( ( , )= · i | i |). Therefore, both algorithms favor models
with parameters with low absolute values. The penalty introduced in
ridge regression tends to reduce the absolute value of every model
parameters, whereas the lasso tends to set model parameters to zero.
The parameter λ is a weight for the penalty function that controls the
bias-variance trade-off. A value of = 0 results in the same model as
the linear regression model, whereas higher values will increase the
relevance of the penalty, reducing variance.
The elastic net is a combination of ridge regression and the lasso. In
this model, the penalty function is the sum of the penalty functions
proposed by ridge and lasso ( ( , ) = 1· i i2 + 2· i | i |). With this,
the elastic net model aims at combining the advantages of both the
ridge regression and the lasso. This model has two λparameters (λ1 and
λ2), each one weighting a penalty function.

2.3.2. Tree-based models: regression tree, bootstrap aggregated (bagged)
tree, random forest
Tree-based models are commonly used for classification and regression. They define a recursive binary partition, where an observation
is classified in different categories according to the values of the regressors. If the output variable (Y) is continuous, they are denominated
regression trees. The complexity of the model is given by the number of
branches (number of partitions) and the number of regressors considered. High values of both will result in overfitting.
One of the advantages of tree-based models with respect to other ML
algorithms is their ease of interpretation. However, in many situations
they lack the predictive power of other models. The aggregation of
several regression trees of low complexity has been proposed as a
strategy to improve the model accuracy. Bootstrap aggregated (bagged)
trees are an example of such strategy. Bagging is a general clustering
technique that can be applied to combine regression or classification
models [28]. Briefly, in bagged trees, a large number of tree-based
models are fitted to subsamples of the training data. The fitted models
are considered as a bootstrap sample of the “actual” model that

2.3.5. Spline regression
Spline regression is a non-parametric regression technique. In this
study, multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) have been applied, using the implementation included in the earth R package. This
method was proposed by Friedman [33] for the analysis of non-linear
multidimensional data. Briefly, MARS describes the data using splines
as basis functions. It is based on a recursive partition of the design
space, which defines the knot position and product degree of the
splines.
3
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2.4. Model training, validation and testing
The dataset analyzed has been randomly divided in a training and a
test set. A 70% of the observations have been included in the training
set, which has been used for parameter estimation and validation. In
order to minimize overfitting, k-fold cross-validation has been applied
[20]. The training set is divided in k subsamples of equal size and the
model parameters are estimated k times. On each iteration, a single
subsample is retained and the remaining k-1 subsamples are used for
parameter estimation. Predictions are, then, calculated as an average of
the k estimations. In this study, 10-fold cross-validation has been applied.
The remaining observations (30%) have been set apart for testing,
and have been used for evaluating the predictive accuracy of the model
fitted. The accuracy has been evaluated using the Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE), the coefficient of determination R2 and the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE). Because these observations have not been included for parameter estimation, the accuracy of the model predictions
are an estimate of its accuracy in actual industrial settings.

Fig. 1. Scatter plot of the relationship between the input weight and the production loss. Outliers identified according to the 1.5*IQR rule are marked in
red. The solid line is a model fitted using local polynomial regression.

2.5. Outlier detection

Table 1
RMSE, MAE and R2 calculated for the training and test sets for each predictive
model.

The dataset analyzed comprises ad-hoc data gathered during production, where outliers are common [34]. They can be related to
human error in the input of data or errors during operation that passed
unnoticed to the plant managers. Outliers can have a big, negative,
impact on regression models, so they have been removed before
training the regression models. The 1.5*IQR rule has been applied to
the response variable (the ratio between the output and the input
weight), which states that data points further than 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR) from the 0.25 and 0.75 quantiles are outliers
[35].

Linear model
Regression tree
Bagged tree
Random forest
Gradient boosting
Lasso
Ridge regression
Elastic net
Spline

3. Results
The dataset comprises 1795 batches, gathered in the timespan of 10
months. The average production loss in the dataset is 0.8 tons, with a
standard deviation of 0.69 tons. In 40 of the records (2.5% of the total)
the production loss is negative, indicating a final production below the
ordered amount (underproduction). This is especially undesirable for
the producer, due to the associated reputation damage and added
economical costs. Fig. 1 illustrates the high uncertainty of the production loss with respect to the planned production. Although a positive
correlation can be observed, this trend is not strong and the data has
high scatter. Therefore, previous knowledge cannot be easily incorporated in the predictions, and decision must be made in an environment with high uncertainty.
The dataset has been analyzed using the regression models described in the Materials and Methods sections. Outliers usually have a
detrimental effect on the accuracy of these models, so they have been
identified according to the 1.5*IQR rule. A total of 90 observations
(~5% of the total) were labeled as outliers and omitted from the analysis. Table 1 reports the RMSE, MAE and R2 calculated for the training
and test sets for each predictive model. For every predictive model
tested, the R2 of the training set was greater than the one of the test set,
with the exception of the regression tree. This can be attributed to the
overfitting of the training set, inevitable when ML algorithms are applied [36]. Therefore, it is essential for a correct evaluation of the actual
accuracy of empirical models the use of a dataset that was not involved
in parameter estimation.
The linear regression model with AIC parameter selection has
higher R2 than the elastic net and the lasso regression in both the
training and test sets. The values of R2 calculated for ridge regression
are very similar (<10% difference) to those calculated for the linear
regression model. The remaining ML models applied have higher R2 in
both the training and the test sets than those calculated for the linear

Training
RMSE

MAE

R2

Test
RMSE

MAE

R2

0.018
0.016
0.016
0.014
0.014
0.019
0.018
0.019
0.016

0.014
0.012
0.012
0.010
0.011
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.012

0.442
0.553
0.599
0.705
0.654
0.425
0.448
0.428
0.591

0.019
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.020
0.019
0.020
0.016

0.015
0.013
0.013
0.012
0.012
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.012

0.421
0.586
0.577
0.596
0.623
0.401
0.426
0.404
0.594

model. The tree-based models clearly outperform the linear model in
both the training and test sets. The model with the highest precision
among those applied in this research is the gradient boosting algorithm
(R2 = 0.654 for the training test, R2 = 0.623 for the test set). Spline regression has a precision close to the one of Random Forest, with
R2 = 0.594 in the test set.
The lasso, ridge regression and the elastic net are modifications of
linear regression that introduce an additional term in the cost function
to penalize models with have a very high number of parameters. As a
consequence, the model parameters are shrunk towards zero. The linear
regression model with AIC parameter selection also aims to reduce the
number of model parameters. This is done iteratively, eliminating or
adding one model parameter in the direction that increases the AIC. In
that sense, regularization (lasso, ridge regression and elastic net) has
several similarities with the AIC model selection. This can explain the
similar result obtained for these algorithms.
On the other hand, tree-based models and spline regression follow
an entirely different modeling approach to the one used by the linear
model. The selection of the relevant features is not done according to
the absolute values of the coefficients of a linear model. Furthermore,
these models introduce a non-linear relationship between the regressors
and the response. In the case studied here, this modeling approach is
more precise than the linear model. This may indicate that the bias of
the linear model is not related to a model overfitting (overparameterization). Instead, there is a non-linear relationship between
the output variable (the fraction of food loss) and the predictors that
can only be described using the ML models. Although the non-linearity
could be introduced in the linear model using polynomial regression
and/or variable transformations, this would require to fit and compare
different model formulations. ML algorithms provide a more convenient
4
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Fig. 2. Variable importance plot of the gradient boosting model.

Fig. 3. Scatter plot of the residuals of the gradient boosting model. The right hand axis shows a histogram of the residuals.

approach, where the non-linear relationship is learnt from the data,
without the requirement from the user to define additional hypotheses
to describe such relationships.
The importance of the model variables most relevant for the gradient boosting model is illustrated in Fig. 2 using a variable importance
plot. The total weight of the raw materials input is the variable with the
highest importance. The configuration of the production line is largely
dependent on the input weight (e.g. smaller batches require fewer
tanks). Furthermore, due to the viscosity of the product, there is a loss
in the piping of the installation (e.g. in valves and shoulders) whose
contribution to the fraction of waste is larger for small batches.
Therefore, the strong relationship between this predictor and the proportion of food waste is expected for the system analyzed.
The variable with the 6th highest importance for the gradient
boosting model is the minimum water activity of the ingredients used in

the recipe. The company analyzed uses a broad range of ingredients,
with different physical properties. It is unlikely that the water activity
of the ingredients directly affects food loss. However, it seems to be a
valuable instrumental variable [37], that comprises products whose
physical properties have a significant impact on the food loss of the
final product.
The filler selected also has a very strong impact on the amount of
food waste, according to the gradient boosting algorithm. This result
was unexpected, because the characteristics of the fillers used in the
production plant are identical (technical data not disclosed due to
confidentiality), so the selection of the filler should not have a major
impact on the production. Furthermore, the fillers are not selected according to the recipe. Instead, they are rotated, trying to balance production load between them. Hence, it is unlikely that the filler serves as
an instrumental variable, in a similar way to the minimum water
5
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activity of the ingredients. In light of these results, the quality managers
of the plant planned a detailed audit of the component, which pinpointed an error in the calibration of one of the fillers.
Besides identifying the variables most relevant for the amount of
production loss the gradient boosting model fitted to the data can be
used to predict the amount of food loss. This information would be
valuable for production managers in the company, as it would improve
production planning and waste management. However, the predictions
of the gradient boosting model do not include the uncertainty in production loss. Fig. 3 depicts the residuals of the gradient boosting model
for the training set. They are normally distributed (p < 0.05; ShapiroWilk test) with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.015 Tn, as well
as homoscedastic. This information can be incorporated as an error
model [38] in the predictions of the gradient boosting algorithm using a
normal distribution, thus, including uncertainty in the model predictions.
Among all the model predictors, the total input of raw material is
the easier to manipulate during production planning. Fig. 4 illustrates
the predicted food loss for two different recipes as a function of the
input weight. The dashed line represents the expected loss, whereas the
shaded areas indicate prediction intervals constructed at the 90%
confidence level. This plot shows that the expected amount of food
waste varies between recipes. Although there is a positive correlation
between both variables (as already pointed out based on Fig. 1), the
relationship between both variables is far from linear. The non-linearity
of this relationship can be attributed to the complexity of the production line analyzed in this study. Increasing the production requires
several changes in the installation (different tanks, connections…) that
have a strong influence in the amount of food loss in a complex way.
Moreover, Fig. 4 illustrates that the uncertainty (width of the prediction interval) is higher for large batches than for smaller ones. The
reason for this is that the model has been fitted to the fraction of food
waste, not to its magnitude. Then, the calculation of the food loss requires a non-linear transformation that increases the variance of the
response. This result is also reasonable from a practical point of view.
Large batches are more complex and have higher uncertainty in the
amount of food waste. Therefore, the model can be used to predict the
amount of food waste (including uncertainty) for different production
settings, and to adjust the production and waste management plans

accordingly.
4. Discussion
The value of data has grown during the last years, gaining a central
role for modern societies [18]. The development of (economic) sensors
and new technologies to store and analyze that data has been named by
many authors as the “new industrial revolution”, leading to the socalled Industry 4.0 [39,40]. In the context of food production, the application of technologies based on data can achieve improvements that
involve every relevant stakeholder, from primary producers to consumers [41,42]. These technologies can support smart manufacturing
through the whole product lifecycle [43], as well as provide new insights of every step of the food chain, providing a better understanding
of each step from primary production to consumption [44,45]. At a
larger scale, technologies based on Big data can revolutionize industrial
production in practically every sector [46,47]. As an example, a system
based on Big Data has already been implemented by the China Food and
Drug Administration for food safety management [48]. Recent examples of the application of big data in food production include the use
of radio-frequency identification (RFID) sensors to support food manufacturing [49–51], supply chain management [52,53].
This research work has illustrated that the analysis of historical data
can provide added value to the food industry. Nevertheless, this data is
usually of high dimensionality and complexity, limiting the application
of classical statistical models. Hence, in order for the data to be useful
for industries, they must be analyzed using advanced data analysis
tools. In the case study analyzed in this research, we have shown how
ML algorithms provide estimates of parameters of the production process that are more reliable than those obtained using classical statistical
models. The application of these ML models could aid production
planning of the analyzed industry, reducing both economic cost and
food waste.
Mismatches between the weight of the final product and the costumer order are a big concern for the analyzed food industry. They
include, among others, transportation costs, holding costs, warehousing
costs, shortage costs and obsolescence costs [5]. Furthermore, due to
the perishable nature of the product, overproductions usually become
food waste, which has an associated environmental impact. For these

Fig. 4. Predicted food loss as a function of the input weight for two different recipes (differentiated by colours). The dashed line represents the model prediction of
the gradient boosting model and the dashed area the 90% confidence interval.
6
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reasons, accurate prediction tools are of great interest for the managers
of this industry. Because of the characteristics of this industry, production cannot be halted once it has started. Therefore, it has to be
planned only based on prior information, without any possible feedback
during production. Before this study was conducted, due to the complexity of the process, production planning is carried out according to
only two variables: the number of tanks to be used and the final
packaging format. Consequently, decisions were made in an environment with high uncertainty and, due to the economical and image cost
of overproductions, production was planned following an overly conservative approach that resulted in overstock that became food waste.
The advanced data analytics tools explored in this work provide a
probabilistic description of the amount of food loss, reducing uncertainty. This enables a more rational production planning that corrects some of the biases of classical models [16]. This, in turn, can
potentially reduce the risks associated to underproduction, as well as
reduce the environmental impact of the company.
It can be argued that the continuous prediction of the ML models
developed in this study (Fig. 4) would hardly be used under actual
settings. Instead, a qualitative response variable (e.g. low/intermediate/high waste) could be more easily understood and applied by
the relevant stakeholders of a food industry. Nevertheless, the continuous output variable of the model can easily be transformed to a
categorical one. For instance, one could define that losses lower than
1 Tn are defined as “Low waste”, between 1 and 2 Tn as “Intermediate
waste” and higher than 3 Tn as “High waste”. Then, production could
be planned according to these limits in a similar fashion as was shown
in the results section. If, on the other hand, the models had been trained
and validated using a categorical variable, they could not adapt to
changes in the categories (e.g. number of levels and/or limits). This
modeling approach would require the whole modeling process to begin
from scratch. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the model predictions is
very relevant in this study (Fig. 4), as is common in food industries
[54]. The use of a continuous output variable enables to model uncertainty using a continuous error model. If, instead, we had used a
categorical variable, the model for uncertainty would be more complex
and less informative than the continuous one.
One of the main arguments against the use of ML models is model
interpretation. In linear models, the importance of each one of the input
variables can be assessed by evaluating and comparing the model coefficients. Some simple ML algorithms (e.g. regression trees) are easy to interpret in a similar fashion, but this is not the case for more complex
algorithms that are usually applied as “black boxes” [55,56]. Due to the
high predictive power of the more complex ML algorithms, several research efforts have been dedicated towards developing algorithms to
better understand them. An example of such algorithm is the estimation of
the “variable importance”, a parameter with an interpretation similar to
the parameter values in a linear model without interactions [57]. It can be
visualized as a “Variable Importance Plot” like the one depicted in Fig. 2.
Indeed, this tool was used to identify a deficiency in one of the filler
machines, extending the application of the model beyond its predictive
power. As already mentioned, the unexpected high importance of this
variable led the managers of the production plant to audit these components in detail, identifying a calibration error in one of them. Therefore,
the application of Big Data and ML does not only reduce the uncertainty of
production planning, but also provides valuable information about the
performance of individual components, that can be used to detect deficiencies and support maintenance. Hence, it provides valuable information
for all the stakeholders involved in production management and planning.
Furthermore, this information can be incorporated to quality assurance
programs, as a detection method of deviations from standard production.

methods have provided valuable information, outperforming classical
statistical methods for predicting the amount of food waste. Moreover,
we have included a stochastic model to describe the uncertainty of the
model predictions. Besides their predictive power, ML models can
provide insight into the production system, opening ways for future
improvement policies (e.g. detection of anomalies). Therefore, we have
illustrated that the application of ML to food industries can reduce
production uncertainty, which may result in improved customer service, increased profitability and reduced wastes and CO2 emissions.
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